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For the eighth year in a row, Mercedes-Benz  has broken into the top ten on the annual ranking . Image credit: Mercedes-Benz

 
By EMILY IRIS DEGN

Prestig e labels have proven resilient, performing  well this year per a new report.

According  to Interbrand's Best Global Brands 2023 ranking , which lists 100 of the world's most valuable business names, luxury
is the second-strong est sector as far as g rowth g oes. The categ ory saw a value jump of 6.5 percent this year, a stark contrast
to the slow period that most other industries are experiencing .

"We see the need for experience as a combination of three factors," said Greg  Silverman, g lobal director of brand economics
at Interbrand, Naples.

"First, consumers are reacting  to the pandemic by wanting  to reeng ag e in the world and secondly, experiences are top of mind,"
Mr. Silverman said. "Third, young er consumers value experiences as much as they do products, marking  a g enerational attitude
shift that requires experience.

"Interbrand research shows that for a brand in any categ ory, experiences must have a strong  presence as a key touchpoint in
building  that dimension of brand streng th."

Interbrand's valuation is based on three factors: the role the brand plays in purchasing  decisions, an analysis of the financial
performance of the branded products or services and the brand's competitive streng th. A label's ability to foster loyalty and ESG
considerations are also worked into this trio of considerations.

Luxury looking up
This year's ranking  sees the overall g rowth rate for brand value drop dramatically, from 16 percent in 2022 to 5.7  percent in
2023.

Interbrand credits this slowdown to slacking  strateg ies, leadership and forecasting  in addition to the limitations that occur when
a brand operates exclusively within one sector. Luxury seems to have larg ely avoided these issues.
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Many in luxury appear in Interbrand's Best Global Brands 2023. Image courtesy of Interbrand

Two decades of analysis reveal that embracing  diverse customer needs is lucrative. Operating  across many areas also allows
for hig her stability, top-line g rowth, profits and brand value.

Luxury's ability to transcend verticals is what Interbrand states helped it rise to the top this year.

With a knack for the experiential, from hig h-end dining  to shopping  at retail pop-ups to ornate hotel stays, it is these purchases
that keep consumers returning  to the prestig e market.

French fashion and leather g oods house Herms is among  the big g est risers in luxury, with a 10.2 percent g rowth in brand value
in 2023. Like in 2022, the maison came in at 23rd on the list (see story).

Luxury fashion and auto appear to be growing  quickly in value. Image courtesy of Interbrand

Hosting  multiple immersive events (see story) that fall in line with Interbrand's sug g estions for success, and after proving  it can
weather uncertainty at larg e with strong  fiscal reports (see story), the strong  performance from Herms should come as no
surprise.

Meanwhile, French fashion house Dior also scored hig hly on the list, achieving  an 8.4 percent g rowth in brand value in 2023.
Coming  in at 76, it jumped up a spot compared to last year.

Peers such as Italian fashion brand Prada, U.S. jeweler T iffany & Co. and British fashion house Burberry also show up for luxury.
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Interbrand points to these labels' ability to move past traditional markets and expand with fresh product releases, partnerships
and metaverse activations.

High gear
Automotive brand values rose by 9 percent in 2023, representing  the sector with the strong est g rowth.

Many luxury marques appear on the list. Making  it into the top 10 for the first time, German automaker BMW's brand value
increased by 10.4 percent.

Mercedes-Benz  is the highest-ranked luxury brand on the list. Image credit: Mercedes-Benz

German automaker Porsche and Italian automaker Ferrari also did well, achieving  double-dig it g rowth rates and taking  two of
the top five fastest-g rowing  brand spots.

German automaker Mercedes-Benz is not only the top performer of prestig e labels on the road but of the entire luxury sector.
With a brand value increase of 9.5 percent, the European company swung  into seventh place, moving  up from last year's eig hth
position.

The reason behind the automotive categ ory's success this year? It comes down to the relationship those in the sector are
forg ing  with their drivers.

"BMW delivered incremental brand manag ement moves and a broader portfolio of vehicles at a time when supply chain
problems were overcome, to produce outsized performance that leverag ed historically strong  brand equity," Mr. Silverman
said.

"Then Ferrari is a brand that has been able to transcend its own categ ory, ultimately entering  at full speed what we at Interbrand
call the Express Arena," he said. "While maintaining  its distinctiveness, Ferrari is shifting  from a car brand to a lifestyle brand,
aiming  at approaching  young er g enerations by introducing  active investments such as fashion shows based on the strateg y to
focus on personal g oods, collection and experience.

"And Porsche has not only consolidated its position in the auto market but has started to move into arenas outside its core
market while boldly bring ing  to life its platform of Driven by Dreams, moving  from an eng ineering  automotive power to a strong
emotional narrative around ambition and dedication."
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